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Artificial Intelligence (AI)

Coined in 1956

Computational technology used for tasks that need cognitive 
ability

Machine Learning: Statistical, data-driven approaches to 
solving tasks

  • Gained popularity in 80’s, now dominant

  • Recently, often leverages (deep) artificial neural networks



AI Index 2011 Report

AI publications were 3.8% of all peer-reviewed scientific 
publications worldwide in 2019 (up from 1.3% in 2011)

Despite economic downturn, half of McKinsey survey 
respondents said no effect on AI investment, while 27% 
reported increasing investment

Since Canada published world’s first national AI strategy in 
2017, >30 other countries / regions have published similar 
documents

AI is the new Electricity

Data is the new Oil



Started in 1950s… Why now?

More compute

Better algos

Wider adoption & business understanding

Available talent & more accessible approaches

  • Automation

  • Optimization

  • New business processes



Machine Learning (ML)
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Reinforcement Learning (RL)

No labels: agent never told right or 
wrong

Agent interacts with environment 
(simulator or real world)

Typically can gather data, possibly at 
cost, by interacting with 
environment

Learns via exploring vs. exploiting

Environment

Agent

Action Rewar
d

State



RL Applications
(Un)Supervised learning performs well for many real-world 
applications

AlphaGO 

Dota American 
Options 

Exercise Policy

Robotics

Data Center 
Cooling

Stock Trading

1.RL is mature
2.You should 

know if/where it 
applies



RL Goals

Learn to maximize real-valued reward 
signal

• With maximal final performance
• With little data
• Reducing human effort
• Discovering novel solutions
• Handling non-stationary 
environments



RL: Setting

States: 12 in total

Actions: 4 cardinal directions

Transition Function: can’t move through walls,

small chance of slipping to the side

Reward Function: 2 end states + step penalty

Policy: How to act (states → actions)

+1

-1



RL: Optimal Policies

Can solve via planning

Reward function determines behavior
R(s) = -0.03

R(s) = -2.0R(s) = -0.01
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJw4HTWvGdY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJw4HTWvGdY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJw4HTWvGdY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJw4HTWvGdY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJw4HTWvGdY



Example 1: Flappy Bird

Transition function: Controlled by game

Action?

Reward?

State representation?

http://sarvagyavaish.github.io/FlappyBirdRL/

http://sarvagyavaish.github.io/FlappyBirdRL/
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Example 2: Learning an 
Exercise Policy for American 
Options

Option: A call or put gives holder 
the ability to buy/sell an asset by a 
certain date for a certain price

When should I exercise an option, if 
at all? Once known, can determine 
fair price

This is a type of finite-horizon 
optimal stopping problem https://www.flickr.com/photos/pingnews/508717

757

 Developed 
@ UofA

https://www.flickr.com/photos/pingnews/508717757
https://www.flickr.com/photos/pingnews/508717757
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Example 2: Learning an 
Exercise Policy for American 
Options

Option: A call or put gives holder 
the ability to buy/sell an asset by a 
certain date for a certain price

State: asset price at current time 
and time left until maturity date

Actions: exercise or not?

Rewards: Based on outcome of 
exercising action (otherwise zero)

Transition function: Stock market 
(real or simulated data)

https://www.flickr.com/photos/pingnews/508717
757

 Developed 
@ UofA

https://www.flickr.com/photos/pingnews/508717757
https://www.flickr.com/photos/pingnews/508717757
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Example 3: Aiden

Optimal Order Execution

State: Info about stock & market

Actions: Do nothing, buy/sell a little, buy/sell a lot

Rewards: Based on VWAP (Volume-weighted average 
price)

Transition function: Stock market (real or simulated 
data)

https://www.borealisai.com/en/applying-ai/
aiden/
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Example 3: Aiden

https://www.borealisai.com/en/applying-ai/
aiden/



Example 4: Water Treatment

Drayton Valley

ISL Adapt, UofA, and Amii

No ground truth
Raw water from North Saskatchewan River
State: Sensors added to filtration plant
Actions: Changes over time: chemicals, backwash cleaning, etc.
Reward: Environmental and fiscal benefits

 Developed 
@ UofA



RL Strengths

Agent can autonomously learn to maximize 
rewards

Programmer just specifies goals

Often much less work than directly programming

Can achieve superhuman performance

Can handle unanticipated changes in the 
environment



RL Weaknesses

Agent maximizes reward whether it’s what you actually 
wanted or not!

Can require lots of computation and/or interaction with the 
real world
  • Interacting with the real world can have cost in terms of 
time,   
     money, wear, etc.

Solutions are often black box 
  • Explainability is not well understood (yet)

Initial performance could be very poor

OpenAI Five uses 180 
years of gameplay data 
each day across tens of 
thousands of simultaneous 
games, consuming 
128,000 CPU cores and 
256 GPUs
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Summary: Targeting a Good RL 
Task

Sequential decision task & can’t use planning

How expensive are failures (e.g., from exploration or early 
performance)?

What improvement can we expect over state of the art?

Are there second-order effects (e.g., marketing)?

How difficult will it be to set up an environment where an 
agent can get the data it needs and execute actions?

Can I first tackle an abstract version of the task to 
understand how difficult it is?



Additional Resources

RL
• Coursera RL specialization from U Alberta (White & White)
    ○ https://www.coursera.org/specializations/reinforcement-learning
• Udacity class from Georgia Tech
    ○ https://www.udacity.com/course/reinforcement-learning--ud600
• THE book on RL (Sutton & Barto, 2018)
    ○ http://www.incompleteideas.net/book/the-book-2nd.html
• Csaba Szepesvári: Algorithms in Reinforcement Learning
    ○ https://sites.ualberta.ca/~szepesva/rlbook.html

Deep RL
• Class on YouTube from UCL/Deepmind
    ○ https://www.youtube.com/playlist?
list=PLqYmG7hTraZDNJre23vqCGIVpfZ_K2RZs
• OpenAI Spinning Up in Deep RL
    ○ https://spinningup.openai.com/en/latest/



Thank you! Questions?

Matt Taylor:
IRLL.ca
Amii.ca 

http://irll.ca/
amii.ca
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